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Shadowed - Evangeline
Anderson 2016-03-29
Nina is normal Florida girl with
a job and a life and a
grandmother she adores. But
lately she's been having
disturbing dreams. Dreams of a
man with a shadowed face-a
man filled with pain and need
and desire only she can slake.
She fears him but at the same
time, the dreams leave her
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breathless with need. Who is
this dark stranger and what
does he want of her? Reddix is
a Touch Kindred with an
inverted Touch Sense-he can't
touch with his mind like others
of his kind. Instead, he is
doomed to endure their
emotions like a physical
invasion every time he's around
anyone. Desperation drives him
to kidnap Nina-the girl he has
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been dreaming of. But he
doesn't take her out of love but
as a sacrifice to one who claims
she can cure his affliction.
Snatching Nina from her job,
Reddix takes her on a journey
to the stars that ends in
disaster. Now, marooned on a
strange planet they will have to
learn to work together in order
to survive. Can Nina forgive
Reddix's attack and gain his
trust enough to heal him...or
will his face remain forever
Shadowed?
Brides of the Kindred BOX SET
Volume 5 - Evangeline
Anderson 2018-06-16
Brides of the Kindred Box Set:
Volume 5 Contains Enslaved,
Targeted, and Forgotten all in
one Volume Enslaved: A
warrior sold as a slave against
his will... Bought by a woman
forbidden to love him When
passion flares, she grants him
his freedom But his heart has
been forever...Enslaved.
Targeted: A Kindred warrior
turned assassin, sworn to kill
his prey or die trying A girl
who lives a boring life on the
outside yet hides a remarkable
secret within When Tragar
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recognizes Emily for what she
is, he must make a choice. Will
he fulfill his mission and
terminate her life? Or will he
give his own to save her? Emily
Brooks has no idea she has
been...Targeted Forgotten: A
warrior sworn to get his mate
back or die trying A woman
under a curse which stole her
love Rone is determined to win
back Kate’s heart Even though
he has been…Forgotten
Mastering the Mistress Evangeline Anderson
2020-02-07
Get ready for a Sexy Power
Struggle... A warrior who has
vowed never to take a bride...
Is bought by a girl who needs a
Body Slave... But has no idea
how to handle him... Will
Kaylee be able to tame the
huge Havoc she bought at the
Flesh Bazaar?Or will Solar turn
the tables and end
up...Mastering the Mistress?
Solar M'Tex is a Havoc--a race
of males who have sworn never
to bond themselves to a female.
So the idea of serving or loving
any woman, no matter how
beautiful, is foreign to him. But
when he gets captured and
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sold at the Flesh Bazaar, he
has no say in who buys him.
Before he knows it he is the
exclusive property of Kaylee, a
lush little female from Yonnie
Six who wants her own
personal body slave.Kaylee is
new to Yonnie Six high society.
She didn't even know she
needed a body slave until her
new friend Lyla told her. But
when Lyla talks her into buying
the huge, muscular Havoc, she
doesn't know what to do with
him--or have any idea how
she's going to master him.
Soon they're in Kaylee's new
dungeon with all the
equipment a Mistress could
need to tame a new slave.
Kaylee does her best but when
Solar gets free of his restraints,
the tables are turned. Will she
escape from the male she
dared to try and master...or
will Solar end up Mastering the
Mistress?Mastering the
Mistress is a Brides of the
Kindred novella but it can and
should be read as a stand alone
novella.
The Kindred Warrior's Captive
Bride - Evangeline Anderson
2020-05-22
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A Warrior who has sworn never
to love again...A hapless girl,
kidnapped and sold at
auction...When Need buys
Lan'ara, he swears not to love
her.But can he keep his
promise? Read The Kindred
Warrior's Captive Bride to find
out! Needrix is a Kindred
warrior with a tragic past.
After losing his pregnant mate
during childbirth, he has sworn
never to even look at another
female again. So he tells
himself to ignore the auction
going on where a lovely young
woman is being sold. But when
Need's disgusting crewmate, a
three-headed Trollox called
Drung, starts bidding on her,
he knows he can't abandon her
to such a cruel fate. Need buys
the hapless girl, swearing he
won't fall in love with her and
planning to get rid of her as
soon as possible. Lan'ara is a
graduate of the elite Twyleth
Tigg Academy--a finishing
school where beautiful young
ladies of good breeding are
trained to be the wives and
concubines of the richest and
most influential men in the
galaxy. But on graduation
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night, the school was raided by
a band of pirates who stole her
away and auctioned her off.
Now she finds herself the
property of a surly Kindred
warrior who has vowed never
to touch or love her. He even
promises to bring her back to
the man who bought her
contract in the first place. So
her life should be back on
track, right?Wrong. Neither
Lan'ara or Need knows that
she has been injected with the
Lust Bacterium, a compound
which causes her to need his
touch. As her touch cravings
grow stronger, Lan'ara finds
herself turning to the big
Kindred more and more. And
Need finds it harder and
harder to resist falling for the
beautiful female he has
rescued. But Drung the Trollox
still wants her for his own and
has sworn to take her away
from Need, no matter what the
cost. Will Need and Lan'ara
find true love? Or will they be
torn apart by evil? You'll have
to read...The Kindred Warrior's
Captive Bride to find out.
Author's Note: There is a scene
in the first chapter of this book
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

which may upset anyone who
has been the victim of past
sexual abuse. Please read
responsibly! **This is a Plus
length novel--over 100K words
long**
Charlie's Bargain - Evangeline
Anderson 2011-09-01
Charlie is just trying to survive.
After losing her fortune she
flees her home planet and
hides from her bloodthirsty
creditors on a mining colony so
horrible its residents just call it
Hole. Lynx is a Xorn, one of a
feared race of non-humans
known for their savage lusts.
From the first instant he sees
Charlie, he knows she is the
only woman who can satisfy
him. Charlie wants nothing to
do with the huge, muscular
man with golden eyes, but in
order to survive on Hole she
will have to overcome her fear
and make a bargain with the
fierce Xorn-a bargain of desire,
pleasure and pain that will
force her to see herself and
Lynx in a whole new light.
Court Patronage and
Corruption in Early Stuart
England - Linda Levy Peck
2003-08-29
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This wide-ranging volume goes
to the heart of the revisionist
debate about the crisis of
government that led to the
English Civil War. The author
tackles questions about the
patronage that structured early
modern society, arguing that
the increase in royal bounty in
the early seventeenth century
redefined the corrupt practices
that characterized early
modern administration.
The Pleasure Palace Evangeline Anderson 2007-09
In the future, pleasure has no
limits ... Peace Control Officer
Shaina takes on a dangerous
off-planet mission: to infiltrate
the infamous Pleasure Palace
on Syrus Six. Ready when you
are. Tyson, her commanding
officer, just so happens to be
the sexiest guy in the galaxy.
Now they'll have to pose as a
wealthy mistress and her
obedient slave. And Shaina
wants nothing more than
Tyson's hot, sculpted body
against hers, his hands on her
skin, his touch branding her.
Controlling her desires will be
impossible. But she has to
surrender to the intense
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

pleasure only he can bring her.
Tyson's sensual skills are outof-this-world ...
Uncle Tom's Cabin - Harriet
Beecher Stowe 2009-01-01
It is the best known book about
American slavery, and was so
incendiary upon its first
publication in 1852 that it
actually ignited the social
flames that led to Civil War less
than a decade later. What
began as a series of sketches
for the Cincinnati abolitionist
newspaper The National Era
scandalized the North, was
banned in the South, and
ultimately became the
bestselling novel of the 19th
century. Today, controversy
over this melodramatic tale of
the dignified slave Tom, the
brutal plantation owner Simon
Legree, and Stowe's other
vividly drawn characters
continues, as modern scholars
debate the work's newly
appreciated feminist
undertones and others decry it
as the source of enduring
stereotypes about African
Americans. As one of the most
influential books in U.S.
history, it deserves to be read
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by all students of literature and
of the American story.
American abolitionist and
author HARRIET BEECHER
STOWE (1811-1896) was born
in Connecticut, daughter of a
Congregationalist minister and
sister to abolitionist theologian
Henry Ward Beecher. She
wrote more than two dozen
books, both fiction and
nonfiction.
Hinsdale Genealogy - Herbert
Cornelius Andrews 1906
A Key to Uncle Tom's Cabin Harriet Beecher Stowe 1853
Forgotten - Evangeline
Anderson 2017-07-25
Kate McMillan has a good life
and a decent job working at a
jewelry store but there's
something wrong. She also has
a hole in her memory-a three
year gap where she can't
remember a thing. Kate tries to
tell herself she's okay but she
knows it isn't true. Someone is
hunting her-a huge man with
glowing blue eyes is lingering
on the edges of her vision.
Every time Kate sees him her
pulse races and fear grips her.
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

Rone is a Wulven Kindredfeared and shunned even by
others of the Kindred race. For
the Wulven carry a Beast inside
them that will kill anyone
unlucky enough to be near
when it emerges. Only a female
who has tamed a male
Wulven's Beast is immune from
this danger. Rone once had
such a mate-before she was
snatched away. For months
he's been searching for his
missing bride but when he
finally locates Kate, he finds
that she has forgotten him
completely. Not only that, but
his mere presence engenders a
panic response in the woman
who once loved him. Their
bond has been broken and Kate
doesn't know him. Worse, his
Beast no longer acknowledges
her as his mated female. Rone
doesn't blame Kate for thinking
he is dangerous-he is and
always will be unless she can
tame his Beast. But in order to
tame the Beast, Kate must take
a terrible risk...one that may
end in her death. Will she be
able to control her fear and
face the danger that lives
inside her mate or will Rone
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remain forever...Forgotten?
Dangerous Cravings Evangeline Anderson
2007-02-01
Chained - Evangeline
Anderson 2017-07-07
Maggie Jordan is not supposed
to be having adventures. Her
mission is to go to Gaia, a new,
unpopulated world, and study
the native life forms there. So
how come she finds herself in
on the female dominated
Yonnie Six instead, rescuing a
huge, muscular prisoner? The
same prisoner she keeps seeing
over and over again in her
dreams... Korexiroth-or Kor, as
Maggie dubs him, is a slave
who spent his life fighting in
the savage arenas of the Blood
Circuit. He's got plenty of kills
under his belt and more than
enough reasons to run as soon
as he gets free. But somehow
he can't make himself part
from the girl who was brave
enough to save him from
certain death. Now Maggie and
Kor are on the run together,
trying desperately to find
someone to remove the alien
device that was implanted in
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

Maggie as punishment for her
thievery of an expensive slave.
The device, or "slut button" as
it is called, forces Maggie to
sexual excesses the shy
scientist has never known
before-and Kor is the only one
who can help her control her
new urges. Kor is more than
willing to help Maggie satisfy
her new sexual hunger but his
own appetites are not so easily
satiated. For there is a dark
secret, a shadow from his past
that stalks him and whispers of
power beyond belief if only he
will give himself over to
darkness. Will they find a way
to return Maggie to normal?
Will Kor admit how he really
feels for her? Or with the
shadow from his past succeed
is tearing them apart? You'll
have to read Chained, Brides of
the Kindred 9, to find out.
The Assignment - Evangeline
Anderson 2008
"The Assignment" Detective
Nicholas Valenti, tall, dark and
stoic, has been best friends
with his partner, Sean O'Brian
for six years. The two men have
seen each other through
divorce, disaster, and danger,
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and saved each other's asses
more times than Valenti can
count. Exactly when he started
seeing his blond, intense
partner in another light,
Valenti isn't really sure. He
only knows that he wants
O'Brian in a way that had
nothing to do with friendship
and everything to do with
possession. It is a desire he will
have to hide forever because
O'Brian is undeniably straight.
Just as Valenti is coming to
grips with his new,
unacceptable feelings for his
partner their police captain
puts them on a new case that
could blow Valenti's cover once
and for all. He and O'Brian are
going undercover at the
country's largest and most
infamous gay resort to bust a
notorious drug lord and stop
the shipments of poison
cocaine that are flooding the
gay bars all over the city. Now
Valenti will have to make a
choice between friendship and
desire. He and O'Brian will
play the roles of gay men that
will push the limits of their
relationship to the breaking
point. Will their time at the
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

RamJack forge a new bond
between them or destroy their
partnership forever? "I'll Be
Hot for Christmas, " a Loose Id
Stocking Stuffer featuring
Valenti and O'Brian, heroes
from "The Assignment" It's a
year after their assignment at
the RamJack where they first
confessed their feelings for
each other. Valenti and O'Brian
have been sharing an exclusive
and white-hot relationship
when Valenti suddenly pulls
away. Understandably upset,
O'Brian is determined to find
out why his partner/lover is
giving him the cold shoulder on
Christmas, even if it means
handcuffing Valenti to the bed
to get the truth out of him!
"Publisher's Note: " The
Assignment "and" I'll Be Hot
for Christmas "are male-male
love stories and contains
homoerotic sex acts that may
be offensive to some readers."
Slave Boy - Evangeline
Anderson 2008-09-01
Haven is a Master of the Order
of the Light--a revered sect of
mediators and healers that
roam the galaxy righting
wrongs. Ten years ago he
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bought a ragged slave boy from
Rigel Six and brought him to
live at the Temple of Light on
Radiant. As Wren's master and
mentor, Haven knows the
young man is off limits, so he
keeps his forbidden feelings for
his novice under wraps, vowing
never to act on them. Wren has
been in love with his master
from the moment he laid eyes
on him. Haven rescued him
from a life of sexual slavery
and his gratitude is exceeded
only by his desire for the tall,
broad shouldered man he calls
Master. When the pair are sent
to mediate a conflict aboard
the huge Tiberion war ship,
Haven discovers that he must
have a pleasure slave to fulfill
the local customs. Wren offers
to play the part but will his role
as Haven's slave boy bring
back too much of his painful
past? And how can Haven keep
his vows of chastity when he is
forced to use Wren in the most
forbidden way? In a matter of
life or death, both men must
act on their hidden desires and
hope not to lose each other
forever. "Publisher's Note: This
book contains explicit sexual
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

content, graphic language, and
situations that some readers
may find objectionable: Anal
play/intercourse, branding,
dubious consent, exhibitionism,
male/male sexual practices,
strong violence, voyeurism."
Cursed - Evangeline Anderson
2017-07-17
Commander Stavros Rii of the
Kindred is a Sin Eater--thick
black lines cover his back and
neck causing him to feel the
pain of others. It is a curse that
threatens to shorten his life
and makes him unable to bond
with a female--not that he's
ever found one he wants to
bond with. Until he meets
Charlie. Charlie Sayers is an
agent with the Earth Protection
Bureau-- and anti Kindred
agency dedicated to ridding the
world of the big aliens. Charlie
joined the EPB out of a sense of
patriotism but she has her own
reasons to hate the Kindred.
But she has bigger problems
than the Kindred at the
moment--the Enhanced Ones
have come to Earth and they're
planning to take over the
planet, enslave the inhabitants
and strip them of all emotion.
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Charlie can't have that so she
agrees to go undercover with
Stavros to find the Heart of
Love--an artifact which can
destroy their mutual enemy
forever. On their dangerous
and difficult mission, Charlie
learns that going undercover
with your worst enemy can
rapidly turn him into your best
friend...or your lover. Can she
hold on to her beliefs and stay
true to herself, or will she lose
her heart to Stavros? And even
if she gives in to desire, will
Stav be able to bond her to
him? Or are they Cursed to be
apart forever?
The Story of the Bronx from
the Purchase Made by the
Dutch from the Indians in
1639 to the Present Day Stephen Jenkins 1912
The Conquest of a
Continent: Expansion of
Races in America - Madison
Grant 2019-12-18
This eBook edition has been
formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices. "The
Conquest of a Continent" was
the first attempt to give an
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

authentic racial history of the
USA, based on the scientific
interpretation of race as
distinguished from language
and from geographic
distribution. The Cradle of
Mankind The Nordic Conquest
of Europe The Nordic
Settlement of America The
Puritans in New England The
Gateways to the West from
New England and Virginia
Virginia and Her Neighbors
The Old Northwest Territory
The Mountaineers Conquer the
Southwest From the
Mississippi to the Oregon The
Spoils of the Mexican War The
Alien Invasion The
Transformation of America
Checking the Alien Invasion
The Legacy of Slavery Our
Neighbors on the North Our
Neighbors on the South The
Nordic Outlook
Abducted - Evangeline
Anderson 2016-05-14
Zoe McKinley has a boring life,
an awful job, and a boss that
throws staplers at her head.
What could be worse? How
about being abducted by
Aliens? When Zoe is dragged
aboard an extraterrestrial ship,
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she thinks she's been chosen as
a concubine by the huge redskinned male with horns and a
devilish grin because he has a
hard-on for Earth girls. But
Sarden has worse plans for
her--he wants to trade her to
an alien petting zoo! Can Zoe
convince him she's worth
saving? And can Sarden keep
from falling for the little Earth
girl with the sassy attitude and
the lush, plus-sized curves?
You'll have to read Abducted,
book one in the Alien Mate
Index series to find out.
Revealed - Evangeline
Anderson 2016-03-29
Nadiah has the Sight-the ability
to see into the future. But the
one thing she can't see is how
she's ever going to be free of
the blood bond her parents
forced her into when she was
only six. Her fiancee is an evil
bastard who delights in
torturing her and her only way
out of a loveless marriage is for
a Kindred warrior to challenge
the hated bond. But Nadiah has
no warrior to challenge for hershe just has Rast. Adam Rast
doesn't know why he feels so
protective and possessive of
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

Nadiah, only that he's willing
to kill or die to protect her.
When the chance to set her
free arises, he takes it without
hesitation, even though his lack
of Kindred blood could mean
his defeat or even his death.
But Rast has a secret, one even
he doesn't know he possesses.
When he undertakes Nadiah's
quest, the truth comes out in a
strange and provocative way.
Can Nadiah and Rast live
through their ordeal? Will the
truth about Rast set them
free...or kill them? You'll have
to read Revealed to find out."
Protecting His Mistress Evangeline Anderson
2020-07-22
The Virgin and the
Warrior...When Karn, a
member of the Kindred Elite
Espionage Corps, is given the
assignment to go undercover
as a bodyslave at the home of a
cruel Mistress, he doesn't
hesitate to take the job. After
all, lives are on the line and he
has to find the list of Kindred
warriors who have been taken
prisoner. But to his surprise, he
is bought by Mistress
Maribella, not for herself, but
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for her innocent daughter,
Lilli.Lilli has never owned a
bodyslave before. She was
raised in a convent, far from
the hedonistic excesses of her
native culture and she knows
very little about the world. She
does know, however, that she's
not supposed to fall in love
with her tall, muscular
bodyslave. But how can she
help herself when Karn is so
patient and gentle with her?
He teaches her things about
pleasure she never dreamed of
in her sheltered existence at
the convent. But when she
finds out he's a Kindred spy,
will their love survive? You'll
have to read Protecting His
Mistress to find out.
Enslaved... Book 14 in the
Brides of the Kindred Series Evangeline Anderson 2015
The Blue Alien's Mate - Zara
Zenia 2017-08-02
Are they meant to be mated?
Urie is a leader and general of
the Ura-Than race. He has no
time to find a mate to create an
heir to replace him as leader
one day.Urie gets his friend
Reli of the Celestial Mates
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

agency to find him a mate. The
only thing is that Reli's agency
uses some methods that
probably would not be
accepted in certain cultures,
such as bidding.Samantha was
the one he lusted. She was just
a human, but the most
beautiful one he had ever seen.
He needed to get her. At any
cost. Urie knew he had to
outbid the rest to get
her.Getting adjusted to her
new life is hard for Samantha.
Urie has to keep on planning
how to defend his own people
against the enemy, X, and he
soon learns of a possible traitor
amongst his own may even go
all the way to the top of his
most trusted generals and
captains.What will happen
between these two mates? Is
their fate sealed? Or will one of
their needs have to give if push
comes to shove?The Blue
Alien's Mate is part of the
Royally Blue - Celestial Mates
series and is a full-length
science fiction romance novel.
There are NO cliffhangers, NO
cheating, and a guaranteed
happy ending!
The Negro - William Edward
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Burghardt Du Bois 1915
'Til Kingdom Come Evangeline Anderson 2014-02
"In a time of mystery and
magic, one man seeks to fulfill
his powerful destiny." Prince
Thrain Blackwater undertakes
a deadly mission to capture the
one who can help him get his
revenge and make him whole.
But to achieve his ends, he
must perform an act of
brutality that will alienate the
man he hopes to claim as his
own. Prince Elias Trueheart is
a Null, a noble of the royal
Trueheart line with no magic of
his own. Resigned to a life of
obscurity, he loses even that
when his entire world is turned
upside down the night Thrain
comes for him. After the
Blackwater prince claims him
in a way Elias feels he can
never forgive, he kidnaps him
as well and drags him back to
the snakepit he calls home,
Castle Black. Thrain knows
Elias will hate him forever--and
he doesn't blame the other man
a bit. Still, he hungers for
Elias's love and will do
anything to earn it, even if it
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

means facing down his brutal
older brother who wants Elias
for himself. But will Elias ever
return his feelings or is he
incapable of forgiving Thrain's
crime? He will have to make up
his mind very soon for beneath
the dark and dangerous Castle
Black lies a secret that will
unlock Elias's magic and a
deadly riddle that will put both
his life and Thrain's in peril.
Stolen - Evangeline Anderson
2020-10-21
***This is a SUPER PLUS
LENGTH NOVEL--OVER
155,000 WORDS
LONG***Penny is an
archeologist on the hunt for a
dangerous artifact V'rex is the
Hybrid space pirate she's been
warned about... When both of
the are kidnapped by a fertility
cult and forced together, Can
they find a way to survive and
escape? You'll have to read
Stolen to find out... Dr.
Penelope Wainright--Penny to
her friends--is an archeologist
on a serious mission for the
Kindred. She must find the Eye
of Tengu, an ancient stone
artifact, before it awakens and
causes horrible death and
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destruction. But before she
goes to the Yown System,
where the Eye has been
hidden, she is given a warning-stay way from Hell's Gate
Station and the notorious
pirate, V'rex, who makes it his
home base. But through a
series of mishaps, where does
she end up? On Hell's Gate
Station, alone and vulnerable,
of course. And you can guess
who she runs into...V'rex is a
Hybrid--half Beast Kindred and
Half Kru'ell One. The minute
he sees Penny lost and alone,
he knows he has to have her.
The curvy little plus-sized
female is exactly his type and
he's about to go get her...when
fate intervenes. After being
drugged and kidnapped, he
wakes up in the compound of a
fertility cult. By chance, Penny
has been kidnapped as well,
and soon they are forced
together as "Forever Mates" by
the fanatical cult leader.Penny
is frightened to death of the
huge Hybrid, who is tasked by
the cult to impregnate her.
V'rex wants the little human,
but he doesn't want to hurt
her. Now they must work
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

together to escape what seems
to be an inescapable situation.
But can Penny trust the male
she has been warned against?
And can V'rex keep her safe
from the fanatical cult and
their "Glorious Leader?" You'll
have to read Stolen to find
out...
Found - Evangeline Anderson
2016-03-24
A warrior with a scarred heart
who doesn't know how to love.
And the woman who must
teach him how before it's too
late... The son of the evil
AllFather, Xairn is filled with
conflicting emotions. On one
hand, he has finally gained his
freedom and cut the ties that
bound him to his race and the
sadistic male who is his father.
But doing so has unleashed
feelings in him Xairn would
rather keep buried. Desires
that he prayed would never
manifest now rage through him
and they are centered on one
woman alone... Lauren Jakes is
the long lost cousin Liv and
Sophie never knew they had.
Abducted by the Scourge, she
formed a connection with Xairn
more meaningful than any
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other in his life. But though
Lauren thinks she knows him,
there is more to the huge
Scourge warrior than she
comprehends. A nightmare
childhood and a cruel father
have scarred Xairn's heart
almost past the point of
healing. But that is nothing to
the secret inside him-the
forbidden desires coded into
his very DNA itself, which urge
him to commit unspeakable
acts in order to sate his newly
awakened hunger. Now a
conflict is brewing-both in
Xairn's soul, and aboard the
Fathership where the twisted
AllFather has hatched a new,
malicious plot to bring his
estranged son home. Can Xairn
resist the brutal lust growing
within him? Can he fight
against his very nature which
urges him to dominate and
control any female he mates?
Can Lauren heal his heart
before the AllFather's trap
closes on both of them? And
can she teach him how to love
before it's too late?
Uncharted - Evangeline
Anderson 2017-01-10
Commander Terex has had a
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

terrible life. First he lost his
mate, then he was taken over
by an evil demon, then
attacked and mutilated by the
Dark Kindred, Two--enemy of
his kind. He feels broken and
the only thing that can make
him whole again is vengeance-or so he thinks. Elaina Benet
has a secret grief--a sister who
is terminally ill with no hope of
recovery. She too, feels broken
inside--unable to do anything
but grieve. But then a prophesy
is spoken--Elaina's healing and
Terex's vengeance lie in the
same direction, in the
mysterious Dark Sector. Ships
that fly into this part of the
universe never return and yet
this is where they must go.
Despite Elaina's fear, she is
willing to risk anything to save
her sister. Terex just wants
revenge. Neither of them is
looking for love but sometimes
the Goddess has plans of her
own. What awaits them in the
Dark Sector--love or death?
You'll have to read Uncharted
to find out.
The Queer, the Quaint, the
Quizzical - Francis Henry
Stauffer 1882
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Strange True Stories of
Louisiana - George Washington
Cable 1889
Devoured - Evangeline
Anderson 2014-09-09
Tess Hughes is on the run from
her abusive ex-husband. The
problem is, he's a detective and
there's no place on Earth he
can't find her. Solution? Hide
somewhere that's not on
Earth—the Kindred Mother
Ship. That's how she winds up
posing as Pairing Puppet—one
of the robotic mistresses that
service the Unmated Males of
the Kindred who need a little
sexual stress release from time
to time. Of course, Tess never
actually performs a Pairing
Puppet's duties—she hides
every time a new 'customer'
comes in. But then she gets
caught out in the open…at
exactly the wrong time.Garron
of the Rai'ku Kindred has a
dragon sized problem and it's
living right inside of him. His
dr'gin, the ravenous beast that
lives inside every Rai'ku male,
is trying to get out. Problem is,
if Garron lets it escape, it will
eat the first person it sees. He's
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

burning with need and the
more his desire grows, the
greater the danger to those
around him. Desperate to
quench his smoldering desire
and keep his dr'gin contained,
he goes to the Pairing
House…and chooses Tess.Now
the two of them are on the run.
Expelled from the Mother Ship,
Tess is once again menaced by
her abusive ex who will stop at
nothing to get her back. Garron
has sworn to protect her but
the beast inside him is more
dangerous than any outside
threat could be. Can Garron
protect Tess from the man who
has sworn to destroy her
without letting the beast inside
him run free? If not, she will
surely be…Devoured.
Brides of the Kindred BOX
SET Volume 4 - Evangeline
Anderson 2018-06-16
Brides of the Kindred Box Set:
Volume 4 Contains Devoured,
Enhanced, and Cursed all in
one Volume Devoured: A girl
on the run from her past A
warrior trying to forestall the
future Can Tess help Garron
contain the ravenous beast that
lurks within him? If not, she
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will surely be…Devoured
Enhanced: A frightened girl.
running from her dreams of a
dark warrior… A warrior
without emotions, determined
not to feel. But when their
encounter forces him to face
the darkness of his past will he
go mad… Or finally learn to
love? You’ll have to read
Enhanced to find out. Cursed:
A fierce warrior, forced to feel
the agony of others A girl with
a past full of pain caused by his
kind When the two of them go
undercover on a dangerous
mission will they bond? Or are
they Cursed to be apart
forever?
Freeing the Prisoner Evangeline Anderson
2020-02-07
A Warrior taken PrisonerHeld
in Chains without Hope...A
Princess fascinated By the
strange Alien male...When Dani
slips into the prisoner's cell to
learn more about him, she
doesn't expect to fall in loveBut
Kyron is a Touch Kindred...able
to Touch her even though his
hands are chainedWill he also
Touch her heart? Will Dani
help him escape?Find out in
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

Freeing the Prisoner...Kyron is
a Touch Kindred, able to
physically touch others with
the power of his mind and
Touch sense, but he has sworn
a solemn vow to use his power
only for good. When he is
captured and held prisoner on
the small planet of Goshan
Prime, his resolve is sorely
tested. He's beaten, starved,
and kept constantly chained.
There's only one bright spot--a
girl who slips into his cell
because she's curious.Dannella
is a Princess of the Blood.
Raised to be a proper lady, she
knows that one day she will be
given in marriage to a male
who will act as both her
husband and owner. Females
aren't valued in Goshan society
and she has little control over
her own life. Despite her
restrictive upbringing, Dani
rebels and finds her way into
the cell occupied by the
strange new warrior, a Kindred
so huge he dwarfs every other
male she's ever known.Kyron
shows her his Touch sense and
gives her pleasure she's never
dreamed of, even though he is
chained in his cell. Dani finds
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herself falling for the big
Kindred but then the
unthinkable happens--a
marriage is announced and
time has suddenly grown short.
Now she and Ky are one the
run, trying to escape from a life
which has become a prison for
them both. But in order to gain
their freedom, Ky must break
his sacred oath. Will it cost him
his love and his life?Read
Freeing the Prisoner to find
out...*Author's Note: Freeing
the Prisoner is a Kindred Tales
Novel set in the Brides of the
Kindred universe
Bonding With the Beast Evangeline Anderson
2020-02-07
A single mother, afraid to take
a chance on love...A fierce
warrior, just learning how to
feel...When fate throws them
together in the most intimate
way possible, Will Isobel run
from the Beast...or Bond with
him?Isobel Yates is a single
mom with no time for romance,
but the Goddess has other
plans for her.Hail is a Dark
Kindred. Since emotions are
outlawed on his home world,
he is learning to feel now that
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

he lives on the Mother Ship.
Strong emotions are bad news,
though--they bring out the part
of his DNA that is Bolaxian
Beast, a race of beings known
for their fierce breeding lust.
Isobel is afraid to trust the
huge Kindred warrior with her
heart and the safety of her
young son but when fate
throws them together, she has
no choice. When Hail's beast
comes out, will Isobel run from
him...or bond with him? You'll
have to read Bonding with the
Beast to find out...*Please note:
There is a bit of rough sex in
this book--well, what can you
expect from a book called
Bonding with the Beast, right?:
) Anyway, I wanted to warn
anyone who is bothered by this
sort of thing and assure you
there is also tender lovemaking
as well. Please read
responsibly!*
Buck Naked - Evangeline
Anderson 2017-04-04
Sadie Becker is not herself. A
40-year-old, divorced mother of
two, Sadie wakes up one
morning and realizes that she
looks and feels like she did in
her twenties. Suddenly she’s
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unable to walk around in her
new town of Cougarville
without men falling at her feet.
Confused and alone, Sadie isn’t
sure who to turn to...except
answers to her problems might
reside with her broodingly
handsome reclusive neighbor,
Mathis. An alpha shifter,
Mathis lost the love of his life,
and he knows he’ll never find
another mate. But his innocent
new neighbor clearly doesn’t
know the danger she’s in, and
he's the only one who can save
her. But when the attraction
pulls too strong, will Mathis’
animal nature be unleashed
and claim Sadie for his own?
Evangeline Anderson's Buck
Naked is a sexy, emotional
thrill-ride that will hook
readers on this fantastic new
series.
Claimed - Evangeline
Anderson 2018-01-23
Brides of the Kindred-- A race
of Genetic Traders from
beyond the stars. Three very
different types of Alpha males
all focused on one
thing...claiming their brides In
all their years of travel the
Kindred have come across only
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

three worlds with species close
enough to their own to initiate
a trade. Earth is the fourth.
Olivia Waterhouse is about to
be Claimed.
Vanished - Evangeline
Anderson 2018-01-11
Harper Wilde is sitting on the
beach, minding her own
business when a huge,
muscular Kindred warrior with
black hair and blazing white
eyes demands that she
accompany him into the future.
Harper has no choice--she is
dragged against her will into a
dystopian nightmare--the world
as it might become if
something isn't changed. And
that something that needs
changing is Harper herself. As
a ten'sora, she is of special
interest to the Hive, an
insectile race of beings bent on
taking over the Earth. By using
her, they can conquer both the
Mother Ship and the human
race. Unless Harper is altered
so the Hive cannot make use of
her, the grim future she finds
herself in will become reality.
Shad is a Shadow Twin--a
Kindred male destined always
to walk alone with very little
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chance of forming a bond with
a female. Yet, he alone is able
to make use of the looper--a
time travel device which allows
him to move back and forth
between the past and the
future to try and save Harper.
Falling in love with her isn't
part of the plan but the big
Kindred can't help himself. But
he knows he must put his
feelings aside and do what is
necessary to change the
past...unless he wants the
future to Vanish forever.
Character Sketches of
Romance, Fiction and the
Drama - Ebenezer Cobham
Brewer 1892
Cursed: Brides of the Kindred
book 13 - Evangeline Anderson
2014-10-31
A fierce warrior, forced to feel
the agony of others A girl with
a past full of pain caused by his
kind When the two of them go
undercover on a dangerous
mission will they bond? Or are
they Cursed to be apart
forever? Commander Stavros
Rii of the Kindred is a Sin
Eater--thick black lines cover
his back and neck causing him
enslaved-brides-of-the-kindred-14-evangeline-anderson

to feel the pain of others. It is a
curse that threatens to shorten
his life and makes him unable
to bond with a female--not that
he's ever found one he wants to
bond with. Until he meets
Charlie. Charlie Sayers is an
agent with the Earth Protection
Bureau-- and anti Kindred
agency dedicated to ridding the
world of the big aliens. Charlie
joined the EPB out of a sense of
patriotism but she has her own
reasons to hate the Kindred.
But she has bigger problems
than the Kindred at the
moment--the Enhanced Ones
have come to Earth and they're
planning to take over the
planet, enslave the inhabitants
and strip them of all emotion.
Charlie can't have that so she
agrees to go undercover with
Stavros to find the Heart of
Love--an artifact which can
destroy their mutual enemy
forever. On their dangerous
and difficult mission, Charlie
learns that going undercover
with your worst enemy can
rapidly turn him into your best
friend...or your lover. Can she
hold on to her beliefs and stay
true to herself, or will she lose
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her heart to Stavros? And even
if she gives in to desire, will
Stav be able to bond her to
him? Or are they Cursed to be
apart forever?
Planet X - Evangeline
Anderson 2007-07-01
Jonathan Hunter finally has his
woman. It's been a hard fight,
but Joanna Hopkins is by his
side, where she belongs. If only
the battle were over. Alpha
Corp wants both of them back.
Jonathan and Joanna are top
agents, trained to kill,
invaluable to the covert agency
that knows no international
boundaries. Even more
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valuable to Alpha Corp is their
son. And Alpha Corp won't give
up without a fight. Even after
Jonathan brings down Alpha
Corp, destroying their
computer system with a
virulent virus, the remaining
commanders seek to wipe out
him and his family. What Alpha
Corp doesn't realize is that the
love Jonathan and Joanna have
for each other is a stronger
bond than any weapon can
destroy. Jonathan won't stop
until every remaining
commander is destroyed-or
dead. He and Joanna are on a
mission, and they are taking it
all!
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